
Fast Facts: 

HHEEAALLTTHHYY  aanndd  
BBAALLAANNCCEEDD  MMEEDDIIAA  DDIIEETT
Media and technology literacy skills are required for our 21st 
century learners.  How can we support our youngest children in 
learning these skills while ensuring this adds to their overall 
growth and well-being?  

Be a Positive Media 
Role Model and 
Mentor
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Minutes Spent on Devices Daily
Among 
0-8-year-olds, the 
amount of time 
children spent on 
mobile devices 
has tripled 
(again!).  In 2011, it 
was 5 minutes a 
day, in 2013, it 
went up to 15 
minutes and in 
2017, it went up to 
48 minutes day! 

Create with 
Technology!

Parent attitudes toward 
technology will influence 
their child's attitude and 
use of technology. 

Source:
The Common Sense Media Census: Media Use by Kids Age Zero to Eight & Technology and Technology and Digital Media as Tools for Teaching and Learning in the Digital Age

All icons are from Easel.ly @LittleTechBee

Parents are the biggest 
role model for children 
on when, how, and why 
we use technology.
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Smartphone in the home Tablet in the home Children with personal tablets

Consider 
total screen 

time 
including tv, 

phones, 
and tablets; 

both at 
home and 

in public.

Emphasize 
relationships and 

joint engagement 
with media. Share 

the experience with 
your child. 

The amount of 
screen time children 
are exposed to is 
important but shift 
your focus from 
"how much" children 
watch and focus 
more on 
"what they watch"

Plan for some 
unplugged time or 
a digital detox! 
Think of all of the 
things you can do 
offline or when the 
screen is off.  

Look for media 
experiences that are 

interactive,  include 
positive interactions, 

are child-centered 
and allows children 

to create!

Place limits on passive use and 
inappropriate content. Children pick 
up on everything that's around, even if 
you don't think they are paying 
attention.

HHooww  ccaann  
II  hheellpp??

Passive 
media 

requires no 
response or 
interaction.  

Children have 
no control 

and mainly 
watches

PPaassssiivvee  vvss..  AAccttiivvee

Active 
media allows 
children to be 
responsive 
and creative.  
It is interactive 
or allows for 
children's 
responses. 

AAP recommends limiting screen use 
to 1 hour per day of high-quality 
programs for children age 2 to 5 
years.


